
Wednesday, August 13, 2015

TYSA - Meeting Minutes

Start time 7:47PM
Attending: Rich Defronzo, Deidre Moran, Jay McGaffigan, Adam Boisvert, Kristin 
Ciampa, Peter Dejardians, Ettore DeMari, Derek Gregoire

1. Reviewed minutes from July meeting - voted and APPROVED

2. New equipment coordinator - Ettore DeMari - voted and APPROVED

3.        Coaches meeting Wednesday September 2nd
           Coordinators to print out rosters by the 1st and email them.
           Pete would like to be there to have coaches coordinate resources. 
           Pete, Jay, Adam, Jim will coordinate the date (most likely the Tuesday or the        

Thursday).  Get practice schedule together and share with Pete prior to meeting. 
At this meeting we should encourage coaches to enroll team in Futsal league.  
We need coaches pledge at this meeting.

4. Start of season : 
1 Field condition - Bridgemeadow parking lot has a lot of trash.  Pete has                    

been working with the police.  Police has been towing but we should call 
them if we see something.  We need to get the word out.  If we see cars 
that shouldn’t be there we should definitely call the police and they will be 
there immediately.   Pete has also contacted the Highway Dept to see if 
they will clean up.  We may need to have a clean up day.   Pete will pur-
sue opportunities and then contact us on next steps.

2 Target the 29th (Rain date the 30th) to get Bridgemeadow and ECC lined,                    
nets setup, and general maintenance.  League email and board members 
to find helpers.  Need someone to take point (Cheryl can you help here? )

3 TES conditions continue to be so so.  We ask but we get turned down                    
other than they say “maybe you should shut the field down”  but we don’t 
think so.  Can we get Doug to voice concern?   Can we get them to sod 
the 6 yard boxes?   Adam B will reach out.5.

5. Practices can start after the 24th

6. Tom update:  Can he work with U14 teams too?  B team coaches want him to. If 
we can go watch that would be useful but we have to coordinate.  Jay is compil
ing notes and Tom will reach out with more thoughts on U6/U8.    Futsal idea was 
met with lots of support.  Can we include parents as coaches(try to get them)

7. U6 - Getting ramped up.  U8 - getting ramped up.
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8. Summer camp - VERY well received.  Kids had a ton of fun and learned lots.  In 

the future we should take pictures of things like this and post on the website. 

9. Who was the picture coordinator last year?  (Anne should know) Jim W will reach 
out to a parent he thinks may be interested.

10. Rich D will ask coaches to register so that they can be CORI’d.  Rich will
send out roster lists. Players cannot be on a team without a registration and 
coaches CANNOT coach until they are CORI'd

11. Dinis:  30th of august is the ref meeting, and U10 coaches meeting at NVYSL.  At 
least 1 U10 coach from each town.  Rosters HAVE to be in by the 29th.  

12. Ettore - will purchase equipment (gloves cones balls).  May need new shirts 
soon.

13. Coordinators should review the field time that we have and ensure that its good 
for what we need.   If we have too much we can give some back.

14. Adam - figuring out practice schedule for U14+

15. Can we consider having kids purchase their own shirts?  But the per season cost 
of shirts for us is like 4$ so we should just keep status quo

16. Notifications of team assignments got caught in spam.  How can we figure out a 
way to get it to parents should we go back to envelopes.

Meeting adjourned 
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